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        Our commitment at Woodsnap

        
           We deeply understand the significance of your cherished memories. We are dedicated to helping you safegaurd them with utmost care. We print your most treasured photographs on premium woods of superior quality, accompanied by the unwavering support of our compassionate team.
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        Framed Birch Wood Prints

        
          Handmade in our eco-conscious California workshop, operated on 100% solar power for a reduced carbon footprint. Each framed print is meticulously crafted, offering you a tailor-made experience of luxury.
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              What's a Woodsnap?

            

            
              We take your photos and print them directly on a variety of premium wood.
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              E-Gift Cards

            

            
              A Woodsnap E-Gift Card is perfect for that special person who has everything.
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              Handmade Frames

            

            
              Discover how our custom frames are made in our solar powered woodshop.
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        Let customers speak for us

        
          
          
            from 15 reviews
          
        
      

             
  Creating memories
 This is my second order with woodsnap and I can’t begin to tell you how beautiful these prints are on wood. I’m absolutely in love with them! I will definitely be creating more memories with this company! I love that they are a family owned business! ❤️

 
 
   Anna Nelson 
   Woodsnap 
   03/22/2024 
 
 
 
     
  6 x 6 Photo Locket Wood Display
 The 6 x 6 Photo Locket Wood Art is a wonderful item to have in your home to easily showcase two special moments.  The Photo Locket is a perfect size to set anywhere in your house, example counter, table,  or shelf.   A unique item to display two photos.  Top notch quality!  Sophisticated display of two images on a wood surface.

 
 
   Michelle Mitchell 
   Woodsnap 
   03/20/2024 
 
 
 
     
  Excellent Product, Excellent Customer Service
 Product arrived just in time thanks to the fast shipping printing and shipping options. Looks incredible and the Woodsnap team is incredibly kind.

 
 
   Anthony Narciso 
   Woodsnap 
   03/20/2024 
 
 
 
     
  Absolutely stunning
 We have them up on our entryway wall. Everybody that visits comments how nice they are!

 
 
   Irene cazares 
   5x7 Wood Print Collection 
   03/15/2024 
 
 
 
     
  The best gift ever
 I absolutely love the quality. It is so great. It makes a wonderful gift 🎁 love the personalized touch. I couldn’t believe the print came out so beautiful into the wood. the wood is sturdy and strong. The package comes with everything that you need.

 
 
   Kunjan 
   4x6 Blank Birch Panel 
   03/15/2024 
 
 
 
     
  Great customer service
 My order got lost in shipping just before Christmas. I contacted customer service and Julie was extremely helpful. She made sure all of my wood prints were reprinted and overnighted them to make sure I got them before Christmas (even though the prints being lost was the carriers fault, not woodsnaps). Couldn’t be happier with the customer service and the prints themselves. Will definitely be buying again

 
 
   Nicholas Durso 
   8x10 Wood Print Vintage Matte 
   03/15/2024 
 
 
 
     
  Beyond expectations
 Thanks for the professionalism and creativity of photon wood

 
 
   linda appleby 
   16x20 Photo Tile 
   03/15/2024 
 
 
 
     
  Just what I was looking for
 I absolutely love the piece I purchased and will be purchasing many more from them.

 
 
   Alysa Olivo 
   12x18 Wood Print Vintage Matte 
   03/15/2024 
 
 
 
     
  
 Love the quality!!

 
 
   Summer 
   Bamboo Square Ornament 
   12/29/2023 
 
 
 
     
  
 Love this portrait so much!!!

 
 
   Summer 
   12x18 Wood Print Bright White 
   12/29/2023 
 
 
 
     
  
 Excellent work. Most appreciated. Customer service—above and beyond.

 
 
   G.M. 
   6x6 Wood Print Bright White 
   12/22/2023 
 
 
 
     
  
 Fast and got my item just in time for my deadline and ordered it two days prior to the date I needed it!

 
 
   Jessica 
   Move my order to the front of the line! 
   11/29/2023 
 
 
 
     
  
 Love this item! Woodsnap is amazing, quality is always great and shipping was fast! 10/10

 
 
   Jessica 
   8x8 Wood Print Vintage Matte 
   11/29/2023 
 
 
 
     
  
 Classy look and high quality. 10/10 would recommend.

 
 
   Maren 
   10x24 Original Cove Print 50% 
   11/26/2023 
 
 
 
     
  
 The most beautiful picture was created. I LOVE wood snap!

 
 
   Brooklynn 
   11x14 Wood Print Bright White 
   11/11/2023 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 
  














  
  
    
      
        Your Pictures On Wood.

      

      
        
          WoodSnap offers a personalized and unique way to transform your favorite photos into stunning pictures on wood. With our custom wood prints, you can showcase your pictures in a natural and eye-catching way.
Our wood printing process combines creativity and craftsmanship to bring out the beauty of your photographs. Created with 100% solar power in our California workshop.
The result is a one-of-a-kind photo on wood that showcases your memories in a unique and rustic way. The wood grain adds depth and texture to your images, creating a truly stunning visual experience.
Whether you want to display family photos, vacation memories, or artistic shots, our wood prints offer a beautiful and timeless way to bring the beauty of nature into your home.
With WoodSnap, you can personalize your wood prints by choosing from various sizes and finishes. We offer different finish options such as bright white or vintage matte, giving you the flexibility to match your home décor perfectly.
Ordering your print on wood is easy at WoodSnap. Simply upload your favorite photo, select your desired size and finish, and let our team of experts bring your vision to life.
Discover the perfect blend of creativity and craftsmanship with WoodSnap and transform your favorite photos into stunning wood prints.
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